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Quite a ‘bankable’ actor as far as multi-starrers (mainly comedies) are concerned, Riteish
Deshmukh seems to have made quite a place for himself in Bollywood !.

Our in house expert and aceastro numerologist Bhavikk Sangghvipredicts what’s in store for the
man with the funny boneon the eve of his 34th birthday:
“Riteish was born on 17th December 1978 which makes him a Number 8 (Saturn) person in
numerology. He is also ruled by Number 3 (Jupiter – Sagittarius)and his ‘destiny’ number adds
up to Number 9 (Mars)” explains Bhavikk.
“Being ruled byNumber 8primarily, Riteish is a fighter in life and would never give up anything
so easily. He has come a long way from a pale and dull looking boy in his first film to one of the
few dependable actors of today with a natural flair for comedy. Although he is born in a
politically strong family, he is ruled by the most powerful planet Jupiter and so his personal
finances would never be an issue for him all his life. Thanks to the Mars effect, he is also sporty,
energetic and has a zest for life” he adds.
“Riteish will now be entering in his 35thyear which indicates a fruitful year ahead. He will once
again be loved for his superb comic timing in ‘Grand Masti’despite the film having an ensemble
cast”.
“On the personal front, becoming a father soon in real life could also be on the anvil. Are you
listening Genelia ?” predicts Bhavikk on a happy note.
“Wearing an Emerald will further boost his career and speed up all eventful things waiting to
happen in his life” recommends Bhavikk before signing off.
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